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cal excerpt. (The effect of varying the truncated regions was not
examined, and it is not unlikely that other values may result in bet-
ter retrieval performance.)

4.1.1 Euclidean Distance
Three different distance measures were used. The first was
straightforward squared Euclidean distance measure, or the sum of
the squares of the element-by-element differences between the val-
ues, as used in Experiment 1. For evaluation, each excerpt was
used as a query. Each of the 15 corpus documents was then ranked
by similarity to each of the 15 queries using the squared Euclidean
distance. (For the purposes of ranking, the squared distance serves
as well as the distance, as the square root function is monotonic.)
Each query had 2 relevant documents in the corpus, so this was
chosen as the cutoff point for measuring retrieval precision. Thus
there were 30 relevant documents for this query set. For each
query, documents were ranked by increasing Euclidean distance
from the query. Using this measure, 24 of the 30 possible docu-
ments were relevant (i.e. from the same relevance class), giving a
retrieval precision of 80%. (More sophisticated analyses such as
ROC curves, are probably not warranted due to the small corpus
size.)

4.1.2 Cosine Distance
The second measure used is a cosine metric, similar to that
described in the previous section. This distance measure may be
preferable because it is less sensitive to the actual magnitudes of
the vectors involved. This measure proved to perform significantly
better than the Euclidean distance. Using this measure, 29 of the 30

documents retrieved were relevant, giving a retrieval precision of
96.7% at this cutoff.

4.1.3 Fourier Beat Spectral Coefficients
The final distance measure is based on the Fourier coefficients of
the beat spectrum, because they can represent the rough spectral
shape with many fewer parameters. A more compact representa-
tion is valuable for a number of reasons: for example, fewer ele-
ments speeds distance comparisons and also reduces the amount of
data that must be stored to represent each file. To this effect, the
fast Fourier transform was computed for each beat spectral vector.
The log of the magnitude was then determined, and the mean sub-
tracted from each coefficient. Because high “frequencies” in the
beat spectra are not rhythmically significant, the transform results
were truncated to the 25 lowest coefficients. Additionally the
zeroth coefficient was ignored, as the DC component is insignifi-
cant for zero-mean data. The cosine distance metric was computed
for the 24 zero-mean Fourier coefficients, which served as the final
distance metric. Experimentally, this measure performed identi-
cally to the cosine metric, yielding 29 of 30 relevant documents or
96.7% precision. Note that this performance was achieved using an
order of magnitude fewer parameters.
Though this corpus is admittedly very small, there is no reason that
the methods presented here could not be scaled to thousands or
even millions of works. Computing the beast spectrum is computa-
tionally quite reasonable and can be done several times faster than
real time, and even more rapidly if spectral parameters can be
derived directly from MP3 compressed data as in [12] and [13].
Additionally, well-known database organization methods can dra-
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Figure 5. Euclidean Distance vs. Tempo
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Fig. 2. Islands of Music representing a 7x7 SOM with 77 pieces of music. The artists and full titles of the pieces,
which are represented by the short identifiers here, can be found on the web page or in the thesis.

5. CONCLUSION

The Islands of Music have not yet reached a level which would suggest their commercial usage,
however, they demonstrate the possibility of such systems and serve well as a tool for further
research. Any part of the system can be modified or replaced and the resulting e�ects can easily
be evaluated using the graphical user interface. Furthermore, the feature extraction technique
and the visualization technique developed for this thesis can both be applied seperately to a
broad range of applications.
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Set A
Britney Spears

Backstreet Boys
Cristina Aguilera

Set B
Alice in Chains

Korn
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The Echo Nest 2007

Somerville
2 people
2 computers
Lots of ideas
1,000,000 documents
10,000 artists
100,000 songs



The Echo Nest 2011

Somerville, NY, SF, LDN
35 people
300 computers
150m people / month
5,000,000,000 documents
2,000,000 artists
35,000,000 songs
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Audio features:
➔ musical features, Jehan ’05++
➔ publicly available, ~5s / song on cloud machines



n2 Term Score
dancing queen 0.0707
mamma mia 0.0622
disco era 0.0346
winner takes 0.0307
chance on 0.0297
swedish pop 0.0296
my my 0.0290
s enduring 0.0287
and gimme 0.0280
enduring appeal 0.0280

np Term Score
dancing queen 0.0875
mamma mia 0.0553
benny 0.0399
chess 0.0390
its chorus 0.0389
vous 0.0382
the invitations 0.0377
voulez 0.0377
something’s 0.0374
priscilla 0.0369

adj Term Score
perky 0.8157
nonviolent 0.7178
swedish 0.2991
international 0.2010
inner 0.1776
consistent 0.1508
bitter 0.0871
classified 0.0735
junior 0.0664
produced 0.0616

Table 4.2: Top 10 terms of various types for ABBA. The score is TF-IDF for adj
(adjective), and gaussian weighted TF-IDF for term types n2 (bigrams) and np
(noun phrases.) Parsing artifacts are left alone.

scriptive content concerning the artists and are human-readable and understandable.
For the entire list of unigrams, important descriptive terms tend to get lost among
common words, technical terms, Internet-specific terms and typos. For applications
such as query-by-description and description synthesis, the adjectives set is very use-
ful. We also note that the adjective set is orders of magnitude smaller than the rest.
The identified adjectives compose only about 1% of the unigrams found from our web
crawls. An average adjective set for an artist is only 100 terms. The smaller number of
terms helps speed learning and reduce complexity.

Artist terms

An important part of our feature space is the “artist term” set, art. We parse n1 for
terms that appear in the list of the top 6,000 artists found in our peer-to-peer crawling
(see Section 4.2.2.) By doing this, we hope to be able to designate a section of our
feature space to “similar artist” explanations. Many reviews of artists use other similar
artists as touchstones to describe the music, and by creating a feature space that directly
makes use of this, we may gain greater accuracy in our evaluation.

Although n2 ends up performing best (alone) in a similarity evaluation, we tend to
use in practice either adj or np for specific meaning recognition tasks. adj gives us
‘filters,’ terms that describe effects of music such as ‘loud’ or ‘romantic’ while np gives
us ‘events:’ terms that denote something happening in the music (‘heavy metal guitars)
or specific information about the music (artist names, song titles.)

Scoring

After extracting the terms from our webtext mining, we now look to representing the
salience of each term. Salience is the importance of a term t given the ground context
M . It is explicitly not the probability of a term given a context: P (t|M), as this would
only lead to optimizing specific terms appearing in the music context (band members’
names, song titles) Rather, the salience should reflect value in a summarized version of
M (i.e. a test should indicate that the topmost salient terms for M would adequately
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Text features: 
➔ “community metadata” Whitman ’02++
➔ web crawls, blogs, reviews, news: “top terms”
➔ constantly updated, >1m pages/day



Metadata features:
➔ Explicit categories, tags, similars from partners
➔ Physical sales data
➔ Other ontologies



Per capita sales for JUSTIN BIEBER

Per capita sales for YOUNG JEEZYPer capita sales for BON JOVI

Per capita sales for NEON TREES



Biggest database of artist data ever: 
➔ billions of datapoints about artists
➔ web crawls: {terms: [(funky,0.34),(jazz:0.95)]}
➔ metadata: {style:jazz, location:Boston}
➔ user data: {id:LIX2923ND, likes:[Phonat, Apparat]}
➔ analytics: {hotttnesss: 0.45, chart_position... etc}



Normalize everything to a “term” in a big index: 
➔ words get indexed w/ their probabilities as TF
➔ artist names gets resolved to IDs in a graph
➔ numerical data goes out to a tree or clustered
➔ optimizes for fast query, distributed is easy

➔ “boosts” set in real time per app or trained



“Song to song” similarity
➔ Catalogs at >10m tracks each (multiple clients!)
➔ Existing cultural metadata coverage 80% ish
➔ “Happy birthday to <your name>” x 1,200
➔ Turn around live API in < week
➔ Bottlenecks all in infrastructure: disk speed, data 
storage, DB access / inserts, queues



Merge what we know
➔ If we have text data, filter on artist similars
➔ Sort filtered X,000 tracks in memory, cache
➔ Acoustic features use statistics of EN Analyze
➔ QA process (interns + spot checks)
➔ Evaluation is customer feedback



Hardest problem?
➔ Evaluating distance metrics?
➔ Selecting audio features?
➔ Sharding / replicating key-value stores?
➔ Tuning, QA?



Hardest problem?
➔ Evaluating distance metrics?
➔ Selecting audio features?
➔ Sharding / replicating key-value stores?
➔ Tuning, QA?
➔ Matching artist and track titles



Echoprint & ENMFP
➔ Both massive LSH problems
➔ Different audio features >> n-bit codes >> DB
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Chroma -> VQ

10-bit # (0-1023)

3 in a row

1 30-bit # per seg



Echoprint

Whitened 8-band subband analysis
Onset detection
Each onset (time + mags)hashed to 20bit key



Server

All codes go into a big inverted index:

123984 6940 21823

TR5904 50ms TR1283 1840ms TR1293 680ms

TR1283 120ms TR7348 860ms TR5909 650ms

A query pulls out the top ranking TRs that have the 
most overlapping codes as the query. Does this fast.
Time is used for ‘close matches’ (almost all of them)



Evaluation

Our FPs now have >75m tracks, serves hundreds of 
millions of queries a day

signal to achieve whitening. Thus, any strong, stationary
resonances in the signal arising from speaker, microphone,
or room in an OTA scenario will be moderated by a match-
ing zero.

3. MATCHING QUERY CODES TO SONGS

We have a database of known tracks, with each track T con-
sisting of an ID and metadata (artist, album, track name).
Performing a match involves taking an unknown audio query
Q and finding the corresponding track in the reference database.

To build the database, each track is split into 60 second
segments, with adjacent sections overlapping by 30 seconds.
This helps to remove bias introduced when longer songs
provide more matches for a set of query hashes.

The codes for a 60 second segment are represented as
terms of a document D in an inverted index. The combina-
tion of the unique track ID plus the segment number is used
as the document ID. Our underlying data store uses Apache
Solr with a custom query handler to provide a fast lookup of
a code query to list of document IDs.

A 30 second query has about 800 hash keys. The query
server returns the documents with the most matches of each
code term in the query. In practice we find that there is rarely
one document with significantly more matches than all other
documents in the index, however, the top matches (we use
15) in this metric will contain the actual match if it exists.
We compute a histogram of all time offset t differences per
matching key in the result set. We then use the total of the
top two histogram buckets to inform the “true score.” This
allows us to ensure that the codes occur in order even if Q is
from a different section of the song and thus has a different
absolute time offset.

All possible documents are ordered by their true score. If
more than one document from the same track are in the list,
we remove all but the document with the highest score. The
top document in the list is returned as a positive match if its
true score is significantly higher than the score of all other
documents in the result list. If the gap between the top two
results is insignificant then no match is returned.

4. DATABASE SCALING AND EVALUATION

ENMFP [1] quickly grew to over 30 million tracks within a
matter of months and Echoprint will also see a strong growth
pattern given that the data will come from outside sources.
We engineered the database layer of Echoprint to handle
hundreds of millions of tracks by splitting apart the index
(the inverted Solr-backed document store) and the storage
layer. The index takes roughly 5 gigabytes of disk space
per 100,000 tracks, while the storage requires 15 gigabytes.
Queries can be executed in practice in 100 milliseconds af-
ter computing the code string for a signal, which on current
hardware takes under a tenth of a second.

To evaluate Echoprint we built a suite of tools that would
test various permutations of queries. We use a test set of
100,000 tracks alongside a set of 2,000 tracks that are known
to be not in the set of 100,000. We compute queries on
audio pulled from selections of the audio files, for exam-
ple, 30 seconds from the middle, downsampled to 96kHz or
decoded using various MP3 decoders or had their volume
adjusted. This lets us compute metrics such as the num-
ber of false positives fp (the wrong song was identified),
false negatives fn (the query was not matched to the cor-
rect track), false accept fa (a known non-database query
was matched to a track,) true positive tp and true negative
tn. Using these measures we compute a probability of error
P (E) that weights the size of the database (100,000 as D)
and the size of the known-non-database tracks (2,000 as N )
with the false reject rate Rr and the false accept rate Ra:

P (E) = ((
D

D +N
) ⇤Rr) + ((

N

D +N
) ⇤Ra) (1)

where

Rr =
fp+ fn

tp+ fp+ fn
(2)

Ra =
fa

fa+ tn
(3)

We have published results 2 of various P (E):
Manipulation P (E)
30 second WAV file 0.0109
60 second WAV file 0.0030
60 second recompressed MP3 file 0.0136
30 second recompressed MP3 file 0.0163
30 second recompressed MP3 file at 96kbps 0.0260
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100m users 1m features

Listener analytics
- Data from our crawlers and partners
- 100m -ish profiles
- Help artists find fans & etc



- 100m x 1m matrix M
- <1% non-zero
- All operations must be iterative, parallel
- Dream:
[value, confidence] = prediction(listener, feature)
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RLSCwhich, after taking the derivative with respect to c and setting the equation 0, we arrive
at

c = (K + �⌥I)�1y (5.19)

where I is the identity matrix. Remembering the definition of � from Equation 5.11,
we are left with

(K +
I

2C
)c = y, (5.20)

Since C is a constant that in practice remains the same with different problems, we
usually ignore the 2 in the denominator.

5.3.1 Multiclass RLSC

A key property of this approach is that in Equation 5.20 the solution c is linear in
the right-hand side y. We compute and store the inverse matrix (K + I

C )�1 (this is
numerically stable because of the addition of the regularization term I

C ), then for a
new right-hand side y, we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multiplication.

For example, given a fixed set of training observations, we can create the kernel matrix
K, add the regularization term, and invert. (In practice we use iterative optimization
techniques.) To create machines for each possible output class, simply multiply the
inverted matrix by a truth y vector (where y is �1 . . . 1 for each observation in 1 . . . ⌥.
The resultant c will be able to classify new data by projecting a test point xtest through
the kernel function K and then c:

f(xtest) = cK(xtest,x) (5.21)

in implementation, this can be interpreted as your classifier multiplied by every point
of training data evaluated through the kernel against your new test point. In effect,
RLSC can be seen as equivalent to an SVM in which every training observation be-
comes a support vector. The vector c for each class weights each observation’s impor-
tance to the resultant classifying function.

In most multi-class problems, training time is linear in the amount of classes n. Train-
ing an SVM to discriminate amongst n classes either requires n SVMs in a one-vs-all
scheme (in which each SVM is asked to discriminate between membership in their class
or no membership,) or up to (n ⇥ (n� 1)) SVMs in a one-vs-one scheme (1 vs. 2, 2 vs.
3, 3 vs. 4, 4 vs. 5, 1 vs. 3, etc.) [55] For RLSC, since adding new classes is implemented
with a simple matrix multiplication, otherwise intractable problems are now possible.

5.3.2 RLSC Optimizations

RLSC does have the downside of being memory-hungry: storing the entire K in mem-
ory or disk becomes unwieldy soon. 10,000 observations stored in a full matrix using
double-precision floating point numbers requires 800 megabytes of storage. To imple-
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For example, given a fixed set of training observations, we can create the kernel matrix
K, add the regularization term, and invert. (In practice we use iterative optimization
techniques.) To create machines for each possible output class, simply multiply the
inverted matrix by a truth y vector (where y is �1 . . . 1 for each observation in 1 . . . ⌥.
The resultant c will be able to classify new data by projecting a test point xtest through
the kernel function K and then c:

f(xtest) = cK(xtest,x) (5.21)

in implementation, this can be interpreted as your classifier multiplied by every point
of training data evaluated through the kernel against your new test point. In effect,
RLSC can be seen as equivalent to an SVM in which every training observation be-
comes a support vector. The vector c for each class weights each observation’s impor-
tance to the resultant classifying function.

In most multi-class problems, training time is linear in the amount of classes n. Train-
ing an SVM to discriminate amongst n classes either requires n SVMs in a one-vs-all
scheme (in which each SVM is asked to discriminate between membership in their class
or no membership,) or up to (n ⇥ (n� 1)) SVMs in a one-vs-one scheme (1 vs. 2, 2 vs.
3, 3 vs. 4, 4 vs. 5, 1 vs. 3, etc.) [55] For RLSC, since adding new classes is implemented
with a simple matrix multiplication, otherwise intractable problems are now possible.

5.3.2 RLSC Optimizations

RLSC does have the downside of being memory-hungry: storing the entire K in mem-
ory or disk becomes unwieldy soon. 10,000 observations stored in a full matrix using
double-precision floating point numbers requires 800 megabytes of storage. To imple-
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5.2.1 Representer Theorem

Figure 5-1: The optimally separating hyperplane of two classes, where the data is
linearly separable.

The usefulness of the SVM lies in the representer theorem, where a high dimensional
feature space x can be represented fully by a generalized dot product (in a Reproducing
Kernel Hilbert Space [7]) between xi and xj using a kernel function K(xi,xj). For
example, the binary classification problem shown in figure 5-1 could be classified with
a single linear hyperplane learned by an SVM. However, non-linearly separable data
as in Figure 5-2 need to consider a new topology, and we can substitute in a gaussian
kernel function that represents data as

Kf (x1, x2) = e�
(|x1�x2|)2

�2 (5.7)

where � is a tunable parameter. Kernel functions can be viewed as a ‘distance function’
that compares all the high-dimensionality points in your input feature space and rep-
resents all your data as some distance between points. There is a bit of engineering in
choosing the best kernel function, as the function should reflect structure in your data,
and later we discuss an alternate kernel for music analysis. For now it should be noted
that kernel matrices (the ⌅�⌅ matrix K that contains all the kernel evaluations) should
be symmetric positive semi-definite; that is, all the eigenvalues of K are non-negative.

If we substitute f(x) with the new f⇥(x)

f⇥(x) =
��

i=1

ciK(x,xi) (5.8)

we end up with the ‘primal’ SVM problem, a constrained quadratic programming
problem:
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- (roughly) an SVM where all datapoints are SVs
- requires inversion of a kernel matrix of all obs
- new classifiers are simple matrix mults 
through stored K-1 inversion: c = (K+(I/C))-1 * y



But

(1) wait, i can’t compute a 100m^2 kernel matrix
     - i mean, I can, but it’ll take a while.
(2) the inversion? Fast iterative SPD solvers?
(3) data normalization:
      - 20% of features are probabilities
      - 20% are boolean
      - 30% are indexes
      - the rest are all over the place: tempo, key, 
        term frequencies, age (!) etc



The platform



The power of APIs



We even give it away



  

Big Data & Connected Data!

Echo Nest 
API dump

SecondHandSongs
- cover songs

musiXmatch
- lyrics

Last.fm
- song tags

- similar songs

Musicmetric
- artist popularity
- user location

Grooveshark
- playlists

- playcounts
Musicbrainz

- years

7digital
- 30s audio



Discovr



iHeartRadio





Scrobbyl



tastebuds.fm



MTV Music Meter



Music Hunter



Vib Ribboff





Music Hack Days



Developers are the future of music




